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Abstract: A theory is developed for the interaction of an electromagnetic field with one-particle quantum-confined states 
of positron and electron in spherical nanovoids of metals and semiconductors. In the framework of dipole approximation it 
is shown that the oscillator forces and dipole moments for the transitions involving one-particle states in nanovoids are 
rather large, exceeding the corresponding typical parameters of bulk metal and semiconductor materials. It is established 
that giant optical absorption cross sections in the quasi-zero-dimensional systems to enable to use these nanosystems as 
new efficient absorbing nanomaterials for infra-red radiation. 
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1. Introduction 
At the last decade a lot attention has been paid to find the 

strong-absorbing nano-materials with next assignment to 
build the artificial analogue of the photosynthesis 
nanostructures [1-4]. Therefore the investigations of the 
optical and electrooptics properties of the strong-absorbing 
nano-materials are actual. It is important to note, as it is 
shown at the present work, the quasizerodimensional 
nanosystems, consisted from the dielectric nanoparticle 
(nanoporous) of the spherical shape and immersed in the 
matrix of the metal and semiconductor, are strongly 
absorbing nanomaterials specially for the infrared radiation. 

The optical [1-6] and electro-optical [7, 8] properties of 
quasi-zero–dimensional structures, consisted from semi-
conductor, dielectric and metal nanoparticles of spherical 
form with radius a = 1-10 nm, synthesized in semi-
conductor, dielectric and metal matrixes are under intensive 
investigations at present time. The such linear sizes а are 
consistent with de Broglie wave length of the quasi-particle  
(electron, positron) or (and) with Bohr radius of them. As 
result the phenomena of the space quantization of the 
quasi-particle plays significant role in the optical [1-6] and 
electro-optical [7, 8] processes in the such nanosystems. 

In the experimental works [15,16], by the method of the 
positron annihilation, in the nano-crystal of the metal and 

semiconductor, it was found the vacancy spherical 
nanoporous with the radiuses а = 15-20 nm. 

The investigations caused by the fact that such quasi-
zero–dimensional structures serve as new perspective 
nanomaterials for design the new elements of nonlinear 
optoelectronics (especially as active domain of injection 
semi-conductor nanolaser [8] as well as new strongly 
absorbing nanomaterials [9-11] ). 

In present work in framework of dipole approach it is 
shown, that the forces of oscillators of transitions as well as 
dipole moments of transitions for one-particle positron and 
electron states, originated in spherical nanoporous of 
metals and semi-conductors, reach huge values, 
significantly higher (on two orders) the typical values 
corresponding values for metal and semi-conductors. It is 
found that the giant value of cross section of absorbing of 
light in considered nanosystems to enable to use such 
nanosystems as strongly absorbing nanomaterials for infra-
red raiation.  

2. The Forces of Oscillators and Dipole 
Moments of Transitions in 
Nanosystems 

Consider the simple model of quasi-zero–dimensional 
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system: neutral spherical dielectric nanoparticle radius a  
with permittivity 2ε  surrounded by medium with 
permittivity 1ε  (the relative permittivity 

( ) 112 <<= εεε ). A quasi-particle (positron, electron or 
hole) moves in the volume of the nanoparticle with 
effective mass ( )hepm ,  [1 – 4]. As the all principle sizes of 

problem ( )hepba ,, , significantly larger than interatomic 

distance 0a , the motion of quasi-particle in the 
nanoparticle can be considered in the approach of effective 
mass [1- 4]. Here the value 

( ) ( )hephep ab ,
1

, 6 −= β                  (1) 

is the average distance of quasi-particle from interface in 
ground state, parameter 

( ) ( )2121 εεεεβ +−=          (2) 

( ) ( )( )2
,

2
2, ema hephep ℏε=  - Bohr radius of quasi-

particle in the medium with permittivity 2ε  . 

In [12] the has been investigated the energetic spectrum 
of the intrinsic surface states of quasi-particle, originated in 
the dielectric nanoparticle 1<<ε , and its dependence on 
radius a  of nanoparticle at the conditions, when the 
polarization interaction between the charge carrier and 
spherical interface of two mediums, plays dominant role. It 
is shown, that spectrum of the intrinsic surface states of 
quasi-particle with increasing the radius a of nanoparticle 
in such way that  

( )( ) 2
, nbaS hep >>=                     (3) 

transforms in the spectrum of Coulomb type 

( )
2

2

24
9

S
L

n
SE nl +−=                     (4) 

where ln,  - principal and orbital quantum numbers, 

( )12 += llL . Here the next energetic unit is used 

( ) ( ) ( )( )2
,,

2 236 hephep bmRy ℏ= . 

In the region of frequencies ( ) ( )( )ℏSES nlnl =ω , 
corresponding to Coulomb states ( )ln,  (4) of charge 
carriers in the nanoparticle with radius S   (3), the length of 
light wave is much bigger than sizes of those states 
( ( )hepa ,≈  (1)). So, the behavior of such Coulomb states in 
the electromagnetic field can be described in framework of 
dipole approach [9-11]. 

To evaluate the value of dipole moment ( )SD p
s

2
1  it is 

enough to consider the transition between lowest Coulomb 
states (4), for example between ground 

( ) ( )|1 1, 0 |2 2, 1s n l and p n l>= = = >= = =  Coulomb states. The 
transition between such states is allowed by selection rules 

in Coulomb field (the principal quantum number n may 
change ad arbitrium and orbital quantum number l may 
change per unit). The expression for dipole moment of 
transition in the nanoparticle with radius S can be written as  

( ) ( )hep
p

s ebprseSD ,
142132

1 3221 −− Λ⋅≈Λ= α       (5) 

This expression is valid if the radius of nanoparticle S  
obeys the inequality (3) and condition  

1>>Sα                                  (6) 

In Eq. (5) 1 2s and p  are the wave functions of 
Coulomb states 1s – and 2p – correspondingly, Λ  and α  
are determined by expressions: 

( )( )211 23 εεε +=Λ  

( ) ( )( )hepmm ,049=α                    (7) 

(where m0 - mass of electron in vacuum). 
The force of oscillator of transition for charge carrier 

with effective mass ( )hepm ,  from ground 1s state to 2p 

state is known [11]: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 22
10,11,22

,2
1

2 p
s

hepp
s Daa

e

m
af ωω −=

ℏ

          (8) 

where  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2,1 2,1 1,0 1,0a E a and a E aω ω= =ℏ ℏ  

 the energy of Coulomb levels 2p – and 1s – 
correspondingly. Using Eq. (4), Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), the 
force of oscillator of transition (8) can be written in form: 

( ) 22592
1 32 −− Λ⋅≈ αp
sf                 (9) 

As the transition ps 21 →  between Coulomb states (4) 
occurs in the nanoparticles with large radius S (at the same 
time the radius S should obey the conditions (3) and (6)) we 
can in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), in first convergence by 
parameter ( )( )11 <<−Sα , neglect by dependence on 
radius of nanoparticle S.  

3. The Absorption and Scattering of 
Light on Coulomb States of 
Nanoparticles 

The cross section of absorption of light on spherical 
nanoparticle with radius a  can be express via its 
polarizability ( )aA ,ω′′  [11,13,]: 

( ) ( ) ( )aAcaabs ,4, ωωπωσ ′′=            (10) 

where ω  - the frequency of external electromagnetic field
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c  - the velocity of light in vacuum. At temperatures  

( )kET b<  ,                         (11) 

less than binding energy 

( ) ( ) 211051,8 −−⋅≈∞→= nSEE nlb  (eV)   (12) 

of Coulomb states ( )ln,  (4) (where k – Boltzmann 
constant), the polarizability of charge nanoparticle can be 
found by considering the nanoparticle as single giant ion 
[10,11]. The main contribution in polarizability ( )aA ,ω′′  
comes from the transitions in discrete spectrum of such 
Coulomb states [10,11]. Keeping in ( )aA ,ω′′  the 
contribution from the one resonance term, corresponded to 
the transition between ground Coulomb states 1s – and 2p -
 , the polarizability ( )aA ,ω′′  of nanoparticle can be 
written as 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )aia

f
m

e
aA

p
s

hep 1,2
22

1,2

2
1

,

2
,

Γ−−
⋅=′′

ωωω
ω     (13) 

where ( )a1,2Γ  - width of Coulomb 2p – level. 
If we assume, that frequency of light wave  ω  is far 

from the resonance frequency ( )a1,2ω  (4) of Coulomb 

state 2p as well as widening ( )a1,2Γ  of level 2p is small 

( ( ) ( ) 11,21,2 <<Γ aa ω  [14]), we can qualitatively evaluate 

the polarizability ( )aA ,ω′′  (13) of nanoparticle. Taking 
into account (4) we have  

( ) ( ) 32
1

1
2

17 32 bfA p
s

−−⋅≈′′ βεω        (14) 

The expression for elastic scattering cross-section for 
electromagnetic wave of frequency ω  on dielectric 
nanopticle with radius S (3), (6) [11,13] is: 

( ) ( ) ( ) 24317 32 ωωπωσ Acsc ′′⋅= −     (15) 

4. The Comparison Theory and 
Experiment 

In [14] the energetic spectrum of lowest Coulomb states 
(n, l) (4) of positron, localized in spherical  nanoporous 

with radius ( )2015 ÷≈a  nm, being in nanocrystal 
metals , , , , NiAl Cu Mo Pd Fe and  [15] is 
investigated. It is found by experiment, that in porous silica, 
containing nanoporous with radius ( )3010 ÷≈a  nm there 
exist the localized states of electrons [16]. The studied here 
intrinsic surface Coulomb states of quasi-particle, localized 
in spherical nanoporous with radius a  (3), (6), being in the 
nanocrystal metals and silica, are possible in processes of 
absorption (and radiation) at transitions ( ) ( )lnln ,, →′′  
with frequencies  

( ) ( ) ( ) ℏaEaEa lnln
ln

ln ,,
,

, −= ′′
′′ω , 

according to formulas (4) and (12). 
Let give an example of estimations of cross sections of 

absorption ( )aabs ,ωσ  (10) and scattering ( )asc ,ωσ  (15) of 
light on mentioned Coulomb states of positron in the 
nanopore of nanocrystal metals [14] as well as electron in 
the nanopore of silica [12] in case of preffered transition 
( )ps 21 →  at the experiment conditions [15, 16]. 
In the table we present the estimations of forces of 
oscillator of transitions p

sf 2
1  (9), dipole moments of 

transitions p
sD 2

1  (5), polarizabilities ( )aA ,ω′′  (14), cross 

sections ( )aabs ,ωσ  (10) of light wave with frequency ω  

(at the same time the relation ( )( ) 22
1,2 10−=aωω is hold and 

frequency of wave ω  is in the infrared region) of the 
mentioned earlier Coulomb states. If we take into account 
(Table.1) that forces of oscillators of transitions 

( )87,0;94,02
1 ≈p

sf  as well as dipole moments of 

transitions ( ) 0
2

1 7,2;4,2 DD p
s ≈  (where eD =0 Ǻ - 

[Debye]) in the nanoporous with radiuses ( )2010 ÷≈a  
nm reaches the giant values (at two orders higher than 
typical values of forces of oscillators and dipole moments 
of transitions for semiconductors 53 BA and metals [1,9-
11,14]) and dipole transitions in electromagnetic field 
between the nearest Coloumb levels ( )aEnl  (4) in the 
nanoporous are allowed by selection rules when principal 
quantum number n is constant or change and orbital 
quantum number  l is changed per unit [1,9-11], then it 
becomes clearly that the considered in this paper quasi-
zero-dimensional systems are strongly non-linear 
nanostructures for infra-red radiation. 

Table 1. Parameters of bound states of positrons and electrons, localized in the nanoporous with permittivity 2ε  in the metal and semiconductor matrixes 
with permittivity 1ε . Here ( )15 30a = −  nm – radius of nano-particle, ( )p em  - effective mass of positron (electron),  (ratio ( )2 2

2,1 10ω ω −= ), 2
1

p
sf - the forces of 

oscilator of transition, 2
1

p
sD - dipole moments of transition expressed in units ( 0D e=  Ǻ), [Debye], A′′ - polarizability of nanoparticle, absσ - cross section of 

absorption of light by nanoparticle. 

Matrix ( )1ε  Nanopore 
( )2ε  Λ  mp(e)/m0 α  β  b, (Ǻ) p

sD2
1

(D0) p
sf 2

1
10-1

 Am 
(10-24cm3) ( )2 4 210

abs

cm

σ
−

 

Metal ( )∞  (1) 1,5 1,0 2,25 1 3,18 2,37 9,4 1,3 103
 1,6 107

 

Si (11,7) (1) 1,44 1,0 2,25 0,84 3,77 2,7 8,67 2,35 103
 2,96 107
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From the estimations cited in the table, it follows, that 

the value of cross section of absorption of light in the 
nanoporous with radiuses ( )3010 −≈a  nm reaches giant 
values ( ) 17, 10abs aσ ω −≈  sm2. At the same time the 

( )aabs ,ωσ  is on seven orders higher than the typical 
values for atom cross sections of absorption [1, 9-11]. As 
the values of cross sections of scattering of light 

( )aabs ,ωσ  (10) in comparing with corresponding values of 
cross sections of absorption ( )aabs ,ωσ  (10) in the 
experiment conditions [15, 16] are neglible small, then the 
values of ( )asc ,ωσ  are omitted in the table. 

5. Conclusion 
So, the conclusion is that giant values of cross sections 

of absorption of light in the studied nanosystems enable to 
use the such nano-structures as new strong absorbent in the 
broad range of infra-red waves with lengths which depend 
on the nature of contact materials.  

The new method which we used here (in contrast to the 
complicated and technically difficult quantm-mechanical 
methods [16]) enables to determine the analytical depens of 
the optical characteristics of the nano-systems (the forces 
of the oscillators and the forces of the dipole moments 
transitions, absorption cross-section and scattering of the 
light) on parameters of the nano-systems (radius 
nanoparticles, effective masses of the quasi-particles, 
permittivities of the nanoparticles and the surrounding 
matrixes). 

It is important to note, as is shown in the presented 
article the quasi-zero-dimensional nano-systems, consisting 
from the dielectric nano-particles (nanoporous) of the 
spherical shape in the matrixes of the metal and 
semiconductors are  strongly-absorbing nano-materials, 

namely for the infra-red radiation. The nano-systems, 
studied here, can be used as strongly-absorbing nano-
materials in the broad range of the infra-red waves for the 
constructing the artificial analog of the photosynthesis 
nano-structures. 
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